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ABSTRACT

The currently available maintenance systems which can be applied,

in various combinations, to large-volume in-cell maintenance operations

are (1) contact, (2) overhead cranes, (3) power manipulators, (4)

mechanical master/slave manipulators, and (5) servomanipulators. The

requirements for reprocessing plant maintenance are reviewed, and the

capabilities of remote maintenance systems are described. A basic

trade-off analysis of these remote maintenance systems considering

reprocessing plant requirements is given. Justification is given for

selecting the overhead crane/servomanipulator-based maintenance concept

as the option most desirable for future large reprocessing plant

maintenance.

*Research sponsored by the Office of Spent Fuel Management and
Reprocessing Systems, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract No.
W-7405-eng-26 with Union Carbide Corporation.



I. INTRODUCTION

The Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program (CFRP) at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) is responsible for the development of all

facets of advanced nuclear fuel reprocessing applicable to the

commerical nuclear power fuel cycle. A major aspect of the CFRP is the

development of improved facility concepts that reduce personnel

radiation exposure, reduce environmental impact, and increase

operational availability over the entire design life cycle. New plant

concepts are also giving full consideration to provisions which are

essential for the decontamination and decommissioning at the end of

useful plant life.

One of the pivotal factors in new reprocessing facility development

is the corresponding remote maintenance concept. To meet the new

challenges presented by increased facility performance objectives and

the general increase in remote operations complexity associated with

many of the advanced process systems (e.g., rotary dissolvers, centrifugal

contactors), the CFRP has committed to the Remotex concept. Remotex is

based upon the use of force-reflecting bilateral servomanipulators and

closed-circuit television viewing (in addition to conventional cranes)

as principal remote maintenance tools. The historical perspective,

underlying philosophy, and supporting research behind the CFRP commitment

to Remotex are given in ref. 2.

This paper examines the options and shows the rationale for

providing the increased dexterity of servomanipulators. The review

process begins by discussing the first-level attributes of remote

maintenance expected in advanced reprocessing. Next, the inherent



capabilities (functions and performance) of various remote handling

systems are characterized in general terms. Finally, a value-matching

scheme between maintenance requirements and the basic handling

capabilities of the maintenance system options is formulated to evaluate

trade-offs.

II. REPROCESSING PLANT MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

In a reprocessing plant, as in any facility incorporating operation

and maintenance with radioactive materials, the design of the facility

and cell equipment is strongly influenced by the repair philosophy and,

if remotely maintained, the remote maintenance equipment capabilities.

The facility and all in-cell equipment must be arranged to facilitate

repair. This is true whether the maintenance philosophy is contact or

remote. All in-cell equipment, from very large equipment modules to the

smallest tubing jumper or gasket, must incorporate features necessary to

allow the maintenance system to accomplish its task. Lack of

consideration of these issues during facility design and construction

can result in exceedingly long outage times when failures in process

equipment occur.

Medium- to large-scale reprocessing plants that have been built in

the United States can generally be grouped into three categories:

contact, crane canyon, and remote/contact. The Idaho Chemical

Processing Plant (ICPP) is probably the best example of a reprocessing

plant designed for contact maintenance. The ICPP was started up in 1953

3
and remains in operation today. The radioactive process equipment is

contained in a large number of separate small cells which are provided

with equipment to effect decontamination of both the process equipment



and cell walls prior to entry for maintenance. To keep plant availability

high, installed equipment redundancy was provided, and high-failure-rate

components were located out of cell.

The crane canyon plants were the earliest application of remote

maintenance in large reprocessing plants. The Savannah River Purex

Plant, started up in 1954 and operating today, as well as the Hanford

Purex Plant, started up in 1956 and currently being refurbished, are the

best examples of the crane canyon maintenance concept. Equipment

removal and replacement in the plants is accomplished principally simple

overhead cranes. An impact wrench carried by the crane hook is used to

loosen fasteners on equipment and piping connectors.

The Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) plant and the Allied General

Nuclear Services (AGNS) plant are examples of the remote/contact plant

design philosophy. The NFS plant was started up in 1967 and shut down

3 3

in 1972. The AGNS plant construction was completed in 1976, but plant

start-up was never completed. These plants were designed for recycle of

commercial spent light water reactor (LWR) fuels. Due to the mechanical

complexity of the head-end operations, these plants are a combination of

the two previously mentioned categories. The more complex mechanical

portions and high radiation portions of these plants were designed for

maintenance using a combination of cranes, power manipulators, and

mechanical master/slave manipulators. The downstream chemical process

portions of these plants were designed for contact maintenance.

A modern, large reprocessing plant designed for commercial LWR,

breeder reactor, and/or other advanced reactor fuels would be sized for

a throughput in the range of 0.5 to 5.0 metric tons of heavy metal per

day. A remotely maintained plant of this throughput, based on studies



by the CFRP, would consist of remotely operated process cells about 12

m wide, 15 to 30 m tall (depending on maintenance concept), and more

than 300 m long. This large volume could be subdivided into three major

process functional groupings: the mechanical head-end area, the main

process area (chemical separation, purification, and waste processing),

and the product conversion area. The mechanical head-end area of a fuel

reprocessing plant typically incorporates equipment that (1) cleans

residual sodium and disassembles the fuel assemblies in preparation for

shearing when the fuel is from sodium-cooled fast reactors and (2)

shears the fuel assemblies into 2.5- to 7.5-cm-long rod sections for

ease of dissolution. The head-end equipment will include very )ieavy

equipment, such as the shear, which requires significant modularization

into components that will have masses less than 4500 to over 9000 kg.

Also included in the head-end will be equipment with components in the

4.5- to 450-kg range. A head-end" for other advanced reactor types would

have different types of equipment, but with similar requirements. Much

of the head-end equipment is complex mechanical equipment that is

expected to have a significant number of failures during the plant

lifetime. Preventive maintenance and mechanical adjustments will be

required. The complexity of this equipment, along with the need for

regular preventive maintenance and mechanical adjustments, requires

dexterous remote manipulation with coverage over large volumes of cell

space.

The main process area of a reprocessing plant is, by far, the

largest portion from a cell volume standpoint. It is within this area

that (1) the spent fuel material is dissolved out of the fuel rod

sections, (2) the usable fissile fuel and fission product waste are



separated, (3) the fuel is purified and stored as a liquid, (4) the

high-level fission product waste is collected, concentrated, and packaged

for disposal, and (5) all other solid, liquid, and gaseous wastes are

treated as required for reuse or safe disposal. Equipment in the main

process area is dominated by various sizes of chemical equipment such as

tanks, columns, and evaporators. Large amounts of piping are required

to both interconnect this equipment in the cell and to bring utility

services from outside the cell. This equipment has demonstrated rather

low failure rates in this type of application. The equipment is usually

grouped into large racks, or modules, to facilitate handling if a

failure should occur, A module can be typically 3 m by 3 m by 9 to 15 m

tall and have a mass of 4500 to 9000 kg (can be as much as 45,000 kg).

Removal of a module for either maintenance or equipment upgrade involves

disconnecting a large number of piping and electrical connections, as

well as handling very large, heavy equipment. This can result in low
i

plant availability if required often. Although equipment failures are

typically considered to be an infrequent occurrence, it should be noted

that every major process vessel type was replaced at least once during

operation of the Hanford Purex Plant.

Although the main process area equipment is composed predominately

of equipment with low failure rates, there are a number of small equip-

ment items with significant probability of failure during the plant

lifetime. These include pumps, valves, tube bundles, in-line instruments

and filters. To maintain a reasonably high plant availability, these

items should be replaceable without the necessity of removing the large

module. This requires the ability to easily remove and replace items

with masses in the range of 4.5 to 450 kg in situ over the complete

module height.



Finally, the product conversion area of the reprocessing plant

involves equipment associated with converting the liquid fissile fuel

material solution into a powder and packaging this powder for shipment

to the fuel fabrication facility. Product conversion equipment tends to

be rather small and lightweight. Equipment masses will range from 4.5

to approximately 450 kg, with the majority being fairly small in size.

The product conversion equipment will be rather mechanically complex and

a significant number of failures can be expected during the plant

lifetime. The complexity of this equipment, along with the need for

preventive maintenance and mechanical adjustments, tends to require

rather dexterous remote manipulation, but over relatively small hot-cell

volumes.

The preceding discussion of large reprocessing plant maintenance

requirements has been based on equipment-related aspects. There are

also a number of maintenance issues which relate to guidelines that are

desirable from an overall facility operational viewpoint and are within

the state of the art to accomplish in future reprocessing plants. These

items are described in the following paragraphs.

As mentioned in Sect. I, it has been judged important to keep

overall radiation exposure levels low by designing for total remote

operation and maintenance within the main process cells. An important

corollary to this philosophy is to minimize the need to perform contact

maintenance. Thus, the ability to provide good dexterity for module and

component remote repair after removal and replacement is essential. This

will minimize the number of items requiring decontamination and transfer

to ah out-of-cell contact repair area with resulting operating personnel



exposure. It should be realized that contact maintenance probably is

never eliminated in total but rather is used when adequate time is

available to allow for rigorous decontamination.

Another very important general guideline is to minimize both plant

construction and operating costs. The cost of the containment structure

in a large reprocessing plant can be as much as 40 to 60% of the plant

construction cost. The cost of cell process and maintenance equipment

can be as much as 10 to 20% of the construction cost. In order to

reduce construction costs, it is important to reduce the cell volume

required to house the process equipment (without severely impacting

equipment maintainability) and to reduce the need for specialized

fabrication of "one of a kind" equipment features. It is also important

to consider the cost of segmenting walls used to provide shielding for

contact maintenance operations. Reprocessing plants have classically

been built with the various unit process steps arranged in series

fashion with a limited surge capacity between the process systems. In

order to reduce plant operating costs, it is important to provide the

ability to rapidly remove and replace failed equipment components within

the time provided by the surge capacity to prevent shutdown of the

entire process line. It is also important to minimize the damage to

adjacent equipment when performing maintenance. This approach should

allow for a higher plant overall availability. The ease and speed with

which maintenance operations can be performed also affects the amount of

surge capacity required to ensure continuing operation.

A final general guideline is to provide sufficient remote main-

tenance system capabilities to permit decommissioning the reprocessing

plant at the end of its useful life. In future plants, this may require



removal, decontamination, and packaging of all in-cell equipment, as

well as decontamination of the cell and process building structure.

The maintenance system requirements described previously in this

section all relate to maintenance operations which are planned and

accommodated in the plant design. These should cover the majority of

all maintenance operations during a plant's operating lifetime.

Nevertheless, the "unplanned" failure has been a particularly

troublesome event in many of the world's present reprocessing plants.

"Unplanned" failures are those which were not considered likely and

planned for in the original plant design. These types of failures have

tended to be located in areas inaccessible to the remote maintenance

2
system or in areas where no remote maintenance capabilities exist.

Examples include leaks or pluggage in permanently installed pipes at the

West Valley and Lahague plants and leaks in the permanently installed

3
dissolvers at the Karlsruhe and Tokai Mura plants.

The replacement of a complete unit process step due to changing

regulatory requirements or process improvements could also be identified

as "unplanned" maintenance activities. Desirable maintenance system

features for "unplanned" maintenance needs are (1) ability to access

equipment throughout the cell areas from many directions; (2) ability to

use general maintenance tools such as saws, drills, impact wrenches, and

other power tools as well as special tools; (3) ability to position

these tools in any required orientation in space; and (4) most

importantly, sufficient adaptability such that an operator can perform

complex tasks in a timely manner with little prior training on that

particular task.



All the criteria and guidelines described in this section are

considered by the CFRP to be features that should be addressed by remote

maintenance systems for future reprocessing plants. These are

summarized in Table 1.

III. OPTIONS FOR REPROCESSING PLANT MAINTENANCE

As described in Sect. II, the need to maintain radioactive

equipment in nuclear fuel reprocessing plants has previously resulted in

the application of three basic scenarios: (1) the remotely operated

canyon with crane and impact wrench; (2) the remote cells using varying

combinations of cranes, power manipulators, and mechanical master/

slaves; and (3) the totally contact-maintained cells. As described,

some plants incorporate a mix of these scenarios. Techniques for total

remote maintenance have been successfully applied in facilities such as

the Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF) and the Hot Fuels Examination Facility/

North (HFEF/N) operated by Argonne National Laboratory. Nevertheless,

advances in the areas of motor technologies, microprocessor-based

control techniques, and industrial robotics applications have resulted

in the need to reassess the various options for total remote maintenance

available to a reprocessing plant designer. The following section will

review the available remote maintenance systems and describe their basic

capabilities and limitations. The various combinations of these systems

which are meaningful for future reprocessing plant maintenance will be

established.

The earliest application of remote maintenance in a reprocessing

plant, as described in Sect. II, utilized simple overhead cranes as the

principal manipulative device. An impact wrench carried by the crane

hook was used to loosen fasteners on equipment and piping connectors.
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Table 1. Maintenance system requirements and
guidelines for future reprocessing plants

Maintenance system requirement Comments

Very large, infrequent process
equipment removals;4500 to
45,000 kg range.

More frequent process equipment
removal and replacements; 4.5
to 450 kg range.

Rapid in situ component replacement.

Dexterous in situ maintenance in
some cell areas:

-large head-end equipment
-relatively small product
conversion equipment

Good in-cell repair dexterity
to minimize contact repair.

Allow compact process equipment
arrangements.

Allow more "commercially
available" types of equipment.

Minimize damage to surrounding
equipment during maintenance
activities.

Allow process equipment
removal and complete facility
decontamination.

Particularly true in the
mechanical head-end and
main process areas; for
maintenance and equipment
upgrades.

Throughout the plant.

Primarily to decrease
operating costs associated
with downtime; particularly
important in the head-end
and main process areas.

Preventive maintenance
capabilities and mechanical
adjustments.

Reduce overall operating
personnel exposures.

Minimize cell sizes to
reduce capital costs.

Reduce capital equipment
design and fabrication
costs.

Reduce operating costs
related to plant downtime.

For decommissioning
purposes.
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Table 1. Maintenance system requirements and guidelines
for future reprocessing plants (continued)

Maintenance system requirement Comments

Capability for handling "unplanned" To reduce facility
maintenance: operating costs related to

-access equipment throughout cell plant downtime.
areas from many directions
-use general and special tools
-position tools in any orientation
in space

-adaptable for ease of op*ration
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The crane then provided the equipment removal, transportation, and

replacement capability. This maintenance technology has been

successfully demonstrated in various government reprocessing facilities

^ 6 7 8
for close to 40 years. ' ' ' However, these facilities have not

required the large and complex mechanical systems associated with the

head-end of commercial reprocessing plants. The capabilities of the. .

overhead crane system are given in the context of a generalized set of

manipulative system features in Table 2. These generalized manipulative

features reflect earlier evaluations of desirable manipulative

9 10

performance parameters by Goertz and Flatau, as well as later

investigations at ORNL.

A second manipulative system which is appropriate, for reprocessing

plant application is the power manipulator. Power manipulators,

sometimes referred to as electromechanical manipulators (EMMs), have

been widely applied in reprocessing plants, * ' particularly in the

mechanical head-end of the commercial plants. These applications have

resulted from the needs of these fairly complex mechanical systems.

Approximately eleven manufacturers in Germany, France, the United
13

Kingdom, Japan, and the United States produce power manipulators.

About fifty-four different models are available. Typical capabilities

are represented quite well by the GCA Corporation, PaR Systems (PaR)

Models 3000 and 6000 and the TeleOperator Systems (TOS) Model AP 4450.

Typical capabilities of these types of systems are given in Table 3.

Early in the development of equipment for remote handling within

radioactive environments at Argonne National Laboratory, the need for

manipulators, that could be operated more naturally than unilaterial

power manipulators and give the operator a sense of the forces applied
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Table 2. Typical remote manipulative capabilities of an overhead crane

Generalized
manipulative features System capabilities Comments

Capacity/directions

Degrees of freedom/
kinematics

End effector speed
capability

Volumetric coverage

Envelope

Weight/capac ity

Ease of mulfci-joint
operation in real
time (inherent
"naturalness" of
control motions)

Force reflection to
sense and control
forces

Compliance/reversi-
bility to minimize
equipment damage

Index of overall task
speed compared to man's
hands-on capability

Typically 45,000 to 90,000
kg; force can only be
exerted in the lift
direction.

The hook can be positioned
in any of the three trans-
lational degrees of freedom
in space; two of the three
rotational degrees of
freedom are not provided.

End effector speeds slow
(about 0.05 to 0.5 m/s).

The entire cell volume
can typically be covered;
removable items must be
accessible from overhead.

The envelope for access to
equipment tends to be small.

N/A.

Poor.

Capacity is not limiting;
the ability to exert
forces in only one
direction requires
special design features.

Limits arrangement of
equipment.

Tends to increase
cell lengths and heights.

The overall equipment
envelopes become large
due to access only from
overhead.

Typically unilateral,
rate controlled from a
switch box.

Not provided.

Very compliant; hook
oscillations must be
controlled to prevent
damage.

500:1.1 Major vessel replace-
ments typically require
48 hours or more3
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Table 3. Typical capabilities of a power manipulator

Generalized
manipulative features System capabilities Comments

Capacity/directions

Degrees of freedom/
kinematics

End effector speed
capability

Volumetric coverage

Envelope

Weight/capacity

Ease of multi-joint
operation in real
time (inherent
"naturalness" of
control motions)

Force reflection to
sense and control
forces

Compliance/reversi-
bility to minimize
equipment damage

Index of overall task
speed compared to man's
hands-on capability

60 to 180 kg, forces can
be exerted in all
directions (subject to
transporter conctraints).

Six degrees of freedom plus
grip actuation; the grip
cannot be positioned in any
orientation in space with-
out transporter movement
unless a wrist pivot .is
provided (as in some models
of a PaR J000) .j

0.05 to 0.1 m/s for the
slower joints.

Essentially full cell volume
coverage with transporter
is feasible.

Relatively small.

Very good (ranges from 1:0.8
to 1:1.5).

Poor with switch control;
better if joystick control
used.

None in most cases. Pre-
selection of grip force
available.

None.

500:1 with unilateral
switch control;1

40-80:1 with unilateral
joystick control.1

This tends to reduce the
ability to perform
general work in space and
with spatial constraints.

Rather slow compared to
man's speed for
performing translations.

Unilateral rate control
of individual motions by
switches results in pre-
dominately "one joint at
time" motion.8

Utilizes large gear
ratios, not back-
driveable.
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Q

in the remote environment was recognized. The resulting work produced

the first general purpose mechanical master/slave manipulator (the ANL

Model 1) in 1948-1949. Many more systems followed this initial

development, and mechanical master/slave manipulators are used worldwide

today. Approximately ten companies located in Germany, France, the

United Kingdom, Japan, and the United States produce mechanical
13

master/slave manipulators (MSM). The Sargent Industries, Central

Research Laboratories Division (CRL) Model 8 MSM is typical of light

duty, highly dexterous master/slaves. The CRL system 50 and Model F

MSMs are typical of heavy duty master/slaves. Typical capabilities of

MSM systems are given in Table 4.

The greatest problem with the MSM is the limited working volume

covered. This limitation was recognized at Argonne National Laboratory,

and development was begun to replace the direct, through-the-wall,

mechanical power transmission system with motors and a position-

9
position, force-reflecting servocontrol system. The first bilateral,

force-reflecting servomanipulator (the Model El) was completed in 1954

and improved versions followed shortly afterwards. Approximately seven

commercial companies in Germany, France, Italy, Japan, and the United

13

States produce servomanipulators with electromechanical drives.

About thirteen different models are available. Hydraulic actuated

servodrives have not been considered for reprocessing plant application

primarily because of difficulties in hydraulic line handling on mobile

transporters in very large cells and the difficulties associated with

hydraulic fluid integrity under irradiation. Typical of highly
13

dexterous servomanipulators are the TOS EM-229 and the CRL Model

M-2. Typical servomanipulator capabilities are given in Table 5.
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Table 4. Typical capabilities of a mechanical master/slave manipulator

Generalized
manipulative features System capabilities Comments

Capacity/directions

Degrees of freedom/
kinematics

End effector speed
capability

Volumetric coverage

Envelope

Weight/capacity

Ease of multi-joint
operation in real
time (inherent
"naturalness" of
control motions)

Force reflection to
sense and control
forces

Compliance/reversi-
bility to minimize
equipment damage

Index of overall task
speed compared to man's
hands-on capability

Light duty - 4 to 9 kg
heavy duty - 23 to 46 kg;
forces can be exerted in all
directions.

Typically six degrees of
freedom and grip actuation;
provides all six translation
and rotation degreea of freedom
in space.

Capable of following a man's
input motions in real time.

Limited to a 2.5 m
by 2.5 m by 2.5 m work
station adjacent to the
shield wall.

Rather compact.

N/A

Excellent.

Limits application in
a reprocessing cell to
activities which can be
reached or brought close
to the MSM.

Very goods as long as
friction and inertia
are kept fairly low.

Good to fair.

8:1.-

Can be abused by
operators with resulting
increased failure rates.
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Table 5. Typical capabilities of a force-reflecting servomanipulator

Generalized
manipulative features System capabilities Comments

Capacity/directions

Degrees of freedom/
kinematics

End effector speed
capability

Volumetric coverage

Envelope

Weight/capacity

Ease of multi-joint
operation in real
time (inherent
"naturalness" of
control motions)

Force reflection to
sense and control
forces

Compliance/reversi-
bility to minimize
equipment damage

Index of overall task
speed compared to man's
hands-on capability

10-46 kg; forces can be
exerted in all directions.

Typically six degrees of
freedom plus grip actuation;
provide all six translation
and rotation degrees of
freedom in space.

0.8-1.5 m/s. This velocity capability
allows for following a
man's input motion in
real time.

Essentially total cell volume
when mounted on a transporter.

Relatively small.

Typically 3:1 to 12:1.

Excellent.

Very good, as long as
friction and inertia
are kept fairly low;
typical threshold of
feel of 0.3 to 0.9 kg.

Excellent.

8:1.17
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All the maintenance tools described thus ft? can be generally

lumped into the category of teleoperators. A teleoperator system is a

general-purpose, dexterous man/machine system that augments man by

projecting his manipulation capabilities, often across distance and

18
through physical barriers, into hostile environments. The ,

teleoperator provides,the needed capability to work in the unstructured,

nonrepetitive environment of a reprocessing plant. ,.

Another form of manipulation which should be examined is the

industrial robot. Many available robots can provide the kinds of

capacities and kinematics required in reprocessing maintenance.

Nevertheless, today's industrial robotics systems are most readily

applicable to simple, repetitive, and rather structured tasks and

environments. Although the continuing evolution of industrial robotics

19
and teleoperators will decrease their fundamental differences, the

teleoperator remains the preferred system for performing reprocessing

plant maintenance today.

The manipulative systems that must be considered are the (1) crane,

(2) power manipulator, (3) master/slave manipulator, and (4) servo-

manipulator. Based on the heavy lift capacity requirements given in

Table 1, it can be assumed that a crane must always be provided. Thus,

the possible combinations of these four maintenance systems can be

reduced to a total of eight.

1. crane,

2. crane plus power manipulator,

3. crane plus master/slave manipulator,

4. crane plus servomanipulator,
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5. crane plus power manipulator plus master/slave manipulator,

6. crane plus power manipulator plus servomanipulatcr,

7. crane plus master/slave manipulator plus servomanipulator, and

8. crane plus power manipulator plus master/slave manipulator plus

servomanipulator.

IV. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATE MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS

Eight maintenance system groupings were identified in Sect. Ill for

potential application in future reprocessing plant maintenance. Each of

these systems can accomplish parts or all of the requirements listed in

Table 1. Hence the problem of selection becomes difficult. Attempts

have been made in the past to define a "figure of merit" or "dexterity

quotient" for comparing manipulative system capabilities. Although

these studies have generally resulted in good comparisons of many

manipulative systems, the results have net been complete enough tc allow

a plant designer to objectively select, with confidence, the most

appropriate maintenance system for application in his plant. Usually

the selection of a remote maintenance system has been reduced to the

2
level of subjective judgement, technical compromise, and expediency.

The difficult part of the evaluation is to compare and r^nk these

eight maintenance system groupings without the decision process being

too subjective. The best approach appears to be a relative rating of

these groupings against the requirements from Table 1. Each system will

be rated (on a scale of poor-0, fair-l, average-2, good-3, and

excellent-4) against the requirements from Table 1. These ratings are

based on the capabilities of the systems as given in Tables 2 through 5.

The ratings for each group can then be totaled to give an overall rating

for each grouping. It can be noted that system ratings are somewhat
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subjective within each requirement, but the overall trends should give a

valid conclusion. Weighting factors could have been applied to the

requirements of Table 1, but this was not done since all requirements

are deemed very important.

The overall ratings are given in Table 6 for the first five

maintenance system groupings. The last three groupings (crane plus

power manipulator plus servomanipulator, crane plus master/slave plus

servomanipulator, and crane plus power manipulator plus master/slave

plus servomanipulator) are combinations that make only minor additions

to the in-cell manipulative capabilities contained in the first five

groups. Additions to the crane plus servomanipulator grouping does not

significantly affect Che overall rating. They should be considered as

"enhancements" with use based on specific task needs and economic

trade-offs.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the overall ratings. The

crane maintenance system, which has performed so well in the U.S.

3
defense production plants , will not be able to meet the requirements

for future commercial reprocessing plants due to significant amounts of

complex mechanical equipment in the head-end of the plant and the need

to minimize contact maintenance of removed equipment. This is also true

for the crane and power manipulator maintenance system.

It can also be concluded that future reprocessing plants can be

maintained generally within these requirements by either the crane/power

manipulator/MSM system or the crane/servomanipulator system. The crane/

servomanipulator system is the system of choice of the CFRP primarily

due to (1) potential increased plant availability with increased ability

to perform dexterous repair operations and adjustments in situ



Table 6. Comparison of maintenance system capabilities with future reprocessing plant needs

Maintenance system rating3

Maintenance system requirements
and guidelines

Crane

Crane

+
power

manipulator

Crane
+

power
manipulator

master/slave

Crane

servomanipulator

Crane
+

master/slave

1. Large, infrequent removal and replacement;
typically 4500-45,000 kg

1.

2. Frequent subassembly removal and replace-
ment; typically 4.5-450 kg

3. Rapid in situ subassembly replacement

4. Dexterous in situ maintenance capabilities

a) Large head-end equipment
b) Relatively small product conversion

equipment

I 5. Dexterous repair capability for removed
\ equipment

; 6. Allows compact process equipment
arrangements

7. Allows use of "commercially available"
equipment

8. Minimizes damage to surrounding equipment
during maintenance activities

9. Allows process equipment removal and facility
decontamination for decommissioning

[0. Capability for handling "unplanned"
maintenance

a) Access equipment throughout cell from
many directions

b) Use general tools
c) Position tools in any orientation in space
d) Adaptable for ease of operation

TOTALS

flKey to ratings:

0 poor
1 fair
2 average
3 good
4 excellent

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

1
i
0
1

11

3

2

2

2

1

3

1

1

3

4
3
3
2

34

3
2

2

3

2

.3

2

1

3

4
3
3
3

38

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4
4
4
4

55

1

0

0

3

2

0

2

2

2

1
2
0
1

19
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throughout the cell volume, (2) much improved ability to respond quickly

to "unplanned" maintenance needs in the plant with flexible and

adaptable manipulation at the location of failure, and (3) increased

flexibility for decommissioning activities at the end of useful plant

life.

Another benefit of the crane/servomanipulator maintenance approach,

which is less obvious from the results given in Table 6, is the

flexibility provided in selection of process equipment type. With the

application of this maintenance capability, it is now possible to

readily utilize complex fuel disassembly and shearing equipment; rotary

dissolvers; near-standard pumps, valves, pipe connectors, electrical

connectors, and fasteners; and significant quantities of instrumentation

in a large reprocessing cell environment without severely affecting

plant availability or physical layout.

V. SUMMARY

As discussed in Sect. IV, a remote handling system based on the

integrated use of bilateral servomanipulators, lifting cranes, and

remote television viewing will accommodate the widest range of main-

tenance task requirements while facilitating large-volume cell operation.

The increased dexterity of servomanipulators will unquestionably increase

the range of accomplishable work tasks. This will in turn reduce

capital costs by decreasing remote design provisions in process equipment,

increase plant operating efficiency by decreasing mean time to repair,

and enhance the remote maintenance system's inherent ability to respond

to unexpected failure events.
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The enhancements offered by servomanipulators are, in actuality,

quite clear. The uncertainty, which is discomforting to some, re?-,ts in

the increased complexity that comes with these more sophisticated

manipulators. The increased functionality of servomanipulators would be

of little value if their reliability were compromised by their (perceived)

complexity. So, the ultimate issue is one that has been characteristically

present for the past 40 years: What is the trade-off between reliability

(through remote simplicity) vs remote functionality (through increased

complexity)? The CFRP is developing reprocessing plant concepts which

utilize the benefits of servomanipulator-based maintenance throughout

the remote process cell areas. Future commercial plants may adopt this

method or may use servomanipulator-based maintenance in the head-end

areas with one of the other maintenance scenarios described earlier in

the balance of the plant. This, of course, will be guided by future

tradeoffs of complexity, reliability, and plant cost.

For the past five years, ORNL has been addressing the technical

feasibility of the Remotex concept through a comprehensive development

2
program. This development program covers all aspects of an advanced

remote maintenance system that will reliably meet the requirements of

future reprocessing. The key elements of the new system are an improved

servomanipulator concept and the development of electronics and video

technology that is compatible with the harsh reprocessing environment.

The new servomanipulator will use an all-gear drive force transmission

system to increase reliability, and modularization will make remote

maintenance of the manipulator itself possible. New control systems

22 23
and operator control station features ' will enhance teleoperation to

increase work efficiency. Concepts for the use of in-cell electronics
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based on radiation hardening, shielding protection, and remote

21
replacement are being developed. The results of these extensive

development activities are encouraging and are expected to ultimately

verify the technical feasibility of the enhanced capabilities of

servomanipulator-based remote maintenance.
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